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The paper studies the problem of omputing a minimal energy ost range assignment in a ad-ho wireless network whi h allows a
station s to perform a broad ast operation in at most h hops. The general version of the problem (i.e., when transmission osts are arbitrary) is
known to be log-APX hard even for h = 2. The urrent paper onsiders
the well-studied real ase in whi h n stations are lo ated on the plane
and the ost to transmit from station i to station j is proportional to
the -th power of the distan e between station i and j , where is any
positive onstant. A polynomial-time algorithm is presented for nding
an optimal range assignment to perform a 2-hop broad ast from a given
sour e station. The algorithm relies on dynami programming and operates in (worst- ase) time O(n7 ). Then, a polynomial-time approximation
s heme (PTAS) is provided for the above problem for any xed h  1.
For xed h  1 and  > 0, the PTAS has time omplexity O(n ) where
h
 = O(( 2 h =) ).
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Introdu tion

Multi-hop wireless networks [13℄ require neither xed, wired infrastru ture nor predetermined inter onne tivity. In parti ular, ad ho
networking [11℄ is the most popular type of multi-hop wireless networks be ause of its simpli ity. An ad-ho wireless network onsists
of a homogeneous system of radio stations onne ted by wireless
links. In an ad ho network, every station is assigned a transmission range. The overall range assignment determines a transmission
(dire ted) graph sin e one station s an transmit to another station
t if and only if t is within the transmission range of s. The transmission range of a station depends, in turn, on the energy power
supplied to the station. In parti ular, the power Ps required by a
station s to orre tly transmit data to another station t must satisfy
the inequality

Ps
>
dist(s; t)

(1)

where dist(s; t) is the Eu lidean distan e between s and t,  1
is the distan e-power gradient, and  1 is the transmission quality
parameter. In an ideal environment (i.e., in empty spa e) it holds
that = 2 but it may vary from 1 to more than 6 depending on the
environment onditions at the lo ation of the network (see [14℄).
The fundamental problem underlying any phase of a dynami
resour e allo ation algorithm in ad-ho wireless networks is the following. Find a transmission range assignment su h that (1) the orresponding transmission graph satis es a given onne tivity property
 , and (2) the overall energy power required to deploy the assignment (a ording to Inequality (1)) is minimized (see for example [9,
12℄). In [6℄, the reader may nd an exhaustive survey on the previous
results related to the above problem.
In this paper we address the ase in whi h  is de ned as follows: Given a set of stations and a spe i sour e station s, the
transmission graph has to ontain a dire ted spanning tree rooted at
s (a bran hing from s) of depth at most h. The relevan e of this
ase is due to the fa t that any transmission graph satisfying the
above property allows the sour e station to perform a broad ast operation in at most h hops. Broad ast is a task initiated by the sour e
station whi h transmits a message to all stations in the wireless net-

work. This task onstitutes a major part of real life multi-hop radio
networks [1, 2, 9℄.

Previous results The broad ast range assignment problem des ribed
above is a spe ial ase of the following optimization problem, alled
h-Minimum Energy Consumption Broad ast Subgraph (in
short, h-MECBS). Given a weighted dire ted graph G = (V; E )
with jV j = n and an edge weight fun tion w : E ! R + , a range assignment for G is a fun tion r : V ! R + ; the transmission (dire ted)
graph indu ed by G and r is de ned as Gr = (V; E 0 ) where

E0 =

[

v2V

f(v; u) : (v; u) 2 E ^ w(v; u)  r(v)g:

The h-MECBS problem is then de ned as follows. Given a sour e
node s 2 V , nd a range assignment r for G su h that Gr ontains
a dire tedP
spanning tree of G rooted at s of depth at most h and
ost(r) = v2V r(v) is minimized.
The h-MECBS problem is NP-hard and, if P 6= NP, it is not
approximable within a sub-logarithmi fa tor, even when the problem is restri ted to undire ted graphs [10℄ and h = 2.
The intra tability of the general version of h-MECBS does not
ne essarily imply the same hardness result for its restri tion to wireless networks. In parti ular, let us onsider, for any d  1 and  1,
the family of graphs Nd , alled (d-dimensional) wireless networks,
de ned as follows. A omplete (undire ted) graph G belongs to Nd
if it an be embedded in a d-dimensional Eu lidean spa e su h that
the weight of an edge is equal to the -th power of the Eu lidean
distan e between the two endpoints of the edge itself. The restri tion
of h-MECBS to graphs in Nd is then denoted by h-MECBS[Nd ℄.
It is lear that the previously des ribed broad ast range assignment
problem in the ideal 2-dimensional environment orresponds to hMECBS[N22 ℄.
Observe that if = 1 (that is, the edge weights oin ide with the
Eu lidean distan es), then the optimal range assignment is simply
obtained by assigning to s the distan e from the node farthest from it
and assigning 0 to all other nodes. We then have that, for any d  1
and h  1, h-MECBS[N1d ℄ is solvable in polynomial time. Moreover,

it has also been shown that, for any  1, h-MECBS[N1 ℄ is solvable
in polynomial time [7℄.
It is also possible to prove that, for any d  2,
> 1 and
h = n 1, h-MECBS[Nd ℄ is NP -hard (this version is referred to as
the unbounded ase). The proof of this result is an adaptation of the
one given in [8℄ to prove the NP-hardness of omputing a minimum
range assignment that guarantees the strong onne tivity of the orresponding transmission graph. This adaptation is des ribed in [4℄.
In [3, 5℄ it is shown that, as for the unbounded ase, whenever  d
the MST-based algorithm proposed in [9℄ a hieves onstant approximation. Given a graph G 2 N2 and a spe i ed sour e node s, the
MST-based algorithm rst omputes a minimum spanning tree T of
G (observe that this omputation does not depend on the value of
). Subsequently, it makes T dire ted by rooting it at s. Finally, the
algorithm assigns to ea h vertex v the maximum among the weights
of all edges of T outgoing from v .

Our results. Bounding the number of hops in message broad asting
on a wireless network is a ru ial issue for the QoS of the network. We
thus aim to provide eÆ ient solutions for the h-MECBS[N22 ℄ problem
when h is a \small" onstant (i.e., independent from the network
size). In parti ular, we provide the rst polynomial-time algorithm
that solves the 2-MECBS[N2 ℄ problem for any  0. The algorithm
use a rossed dynami programming to get an optimal solution. The
dynami programming is far from being simple and requires O(n7 )
time to ll up the relative matri es.
Then, we derive a polynomial-time approximation s heme (PTAS)
that works for the h-MECBS[N2 ℄, for any xed onstant h > 1. For
xed h  1 and  > 0, the PTAS has time omplexity O(n ) where
 = O(( 2 h =) h ).
2

A Polynomial-Time Algorithm for the
2-MECBS on the Plane

In this se tion we des ribe a polynomial time algorithm for the 2MECBS problem on the Eu lidean plane. The stations are represented by points in the Eu lidean plane. Let ost( ; p) be the
ost required of station in order to over station p with minimum

power. We only require ost to be a positive fun tion for whi h
ost( ; r1 )  ost( ; r2 ) if dist( ; r1 )  dist( ; r2 ) holds. This also
in ludes the ost fun tion mentioned in the introdu tion.
The input of the algorithm are n points in the Eu lidean plane, a
spe i ed sour e station s and a ost fun tion ost : f1; : : :; ng2 7! R
with the above properties.
Our algorithm is based on a pro edure that omputes an optimal
2-broad ast range assignment for a xed range of station s. Sin e the
range of s in an optimal solution is de ned by the farthest station f
overed by the station s, we only have to invoke this pro edure n 1
times and take the best solution in order to solve the 2-MECBS
problem.
In the rest of this se tion, we des ribe the pro edure for a xed
sour e range. Sin e the range of s is xed, we an de ne P as the set
of stations overed by s. Let P be the set of stations not overed by
s. Let us rename the stations of V n fsg as f1; : : :; n 1g su h that
the rst m = jPj stations are those in P , and they are ordered in
lo kwise order around the sour e station, starting with an arbitrary
station in P . (The sour e station is still denoted by s.)

De nition 1. Let the interval [l; r℄ denote the set of stations i su h
that

l  i  r.

De nition 2. For an interval I , let A(I ) be the minimum ost required to over all the stations in

I by stations from P .

A ording to the above de nition, the value we are looking for in
our pro edure is A([1; m℄) + ost(s; f ) where f is the station de ning the sour e range. Consider an optimal overing of the interval
[l; r℄ expressed by the ranges of all stations in P . Geometri ally, this
solution is represented as an arrangement A of disks, in whi h every
disk represents the range of the station in its enter. Denote by 
the set of points ontained in these disks. The disk of a station in
the arrangement is denoted by  .
An alternative representation of A is to assign to ea h station
p 2 P the station in P that rea hes p. In general, there may be
many ways to de ne su h an assignment. We do it by the  fun tion
de ned below.
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Fig. 1.

Point i is always between e and (i)

De nition 3. For i 2 P , let (i) be the last point in  on the ray
 emerging from s in the dire tion of i. De ne (i) to be the station
in P whose disk ontains (i). If there is more than one, hoose an
arbitrary one. Let  denote the segment s (i).
Note that (i) is on the border of some disk in the arrangement,
and is not ne essarily a station.
In order for  to be a valid assignment, it is ne essary to show
the following.

Lemma 1. In the arrangement A, station i is ontained in the range

of station (i).

Proof. Clearly, i 2  . If s 2 j , then the entire segment  is ontained in j and we are done. Otherwise, onsider Fig. 1. Let e be
the point in whi h the ray  enters j . We just have to prove that
e 2 s. Let q1 and q2 be the interse tion points of the tangents
from s to j . The lemma follows sin e dist(s; e)  dist(s; q1 ) =
dist(s; q2 )  dist(s; j ) and j 2 s . This also proves that the entire
segment  is ontained in .
ut

If j = (i), we say that i is - overed by j . By using the assignment, we now establish the following lemma whi h states that
the ost of A an be obtained by ombining optimal solutions of
smaller intervals, thus allowing the use of dynami programming.

2 P , p 2 P and subintervals
ost of A an be expressed as

Lemma 2. There exist stations

J ; : : :Jt of [l; r℄ su h that the
1

ost(

; p) +

t
X
k=1

A(Jk ):

Towards proving the lemma, we identify some properties of the
arrangement. Let D( ; p) be a disk of the arrangement with enter
and radius dist( ; p), 6= p. Let [l; r℄ be the smallest interval
that ontains all stations that are - overed by . Let I be the
set of stations in [l; r℄ that are not - overed by . Let J1 ; : : :; Jt be
the partition of I into intervals su h that i and j are in the same
interval if and only if there is no station q 2 [i; j ℄ whi h is - overed
by . For 1  k  t, de ne Mk to be the set of stations in P whi h
- over some station in Jk . The partitioning J1; : : :; Jt has two key
properties (whose proof is deferred to the full paper).

Proposition 1.

(P1) For every 1  k  t, no station in Jk is - overed by station .
(P2) Mi \ Mj = ; for every 1  i < j  t.

Proof of Lemma 2. We learly have to pay the ost of the range of ,
denoted by ost( ; p). For the se ond part, onsider a set Jk . Let Ak
be the optimal solution for overing the stations in Jk . Assume the
ost of Ak was stri tly smaller than the sum of the ost of the stations
in Mk . Be ause of Property (P2), we ould remove the ranges of the
stations in Mk from A and add the ranges of Ak . This new solution
would be heaper than the previous one, whi h is a ontradi tion to
the optimality of A.
ut
Let S ([l; r℄; ; p) be the set of stations in interval [r; l℄ whi h are
not overed by D( ; p). In order to make use of Lemma 2, we have
to solve the problem of nding the J1 ; : : :; Jt for given [l; r℄, , and p.
This is a kind of one-dimensional set overing problem: We have
to nd a set N of subintervals of [l; r℄ su h that anyPstation in
S ([l; r℄; ; p) is ontained in at least one interval of N and J 2N A(J )
is minimized.
Let B ([l; r℄; ; p) be the ost of the optimal overing of the stations
in S ([l; r℄; ; p). Note that A(J )  A(J 0 ) if J  J 0 . This implies that
the sets in N an be hosen su h that they do not interse t then
B ([l; r℄; ; p) = B ([l + 1; r℄; ; p) if l 2 D( ; p) and B ([l; r℄; ; p) =
B ([l; r 1℄; ; p) if r 2 D( ; p). The general ase omes from the
fa t that an optimal partitioning is omposed of a rst interval [l; k℄
(whi h will have k 2 S ([l; r℄; ; p)) and an optimal partitioning of the

remaining interval [k + 1; r℄ then

B ([l; r℄; ; p) = k2Smin
fA([l; k℄) + B ([k + 1; r℄; ; p)g:
l;r ; ;p
([

℄

)

Finally, B ([l; r℄; ; p) = 0 for l > r or S ([l; r℄; ; p) = ;.
Having B ([l; r℄; ; p) at hand, A([l; r℄) an be omputed onsidering the optimal partitioning for all pairs of ,p:

A([l; r℄) =

B ([l + 1; r℄;
min
2P ;p2P j l2D( ;p)

; p) +

ost(

; p):

The tables must be lled alternatingly starting with the smallest
intervals. Sin e B ([l; r℄; ; p) might use A([l; r℄), the latter should be
omputed rst. The optimal value an be found in A([l; r℄). The
running time of the algorithm is O(n7 ).
3

A PTAS for any Constant

h

The set of n stations is spe i ed by the set of points X = fx1 ; : : :; xn g
in the Eu lidean plane, where x1 = s. Without loss of generality assume that the points are ordered by their distan e from s, and in
parti ular, xn is the point farthest from s, and let R = dist(s; xn ).
Every range assignment indu es the set of disks fD(x1 ); : : :; D(xn )g,
ea h with enter xi and radius r(xi ). If r(xi ) > 0, we say that
the disk D(xi ) belongs to the assignment. For every two points
xi ; xj 2 X , a path from xi to xj in the assignment is an ordered set of
disks fD1 ; : : :; Dk g belonging to the range assignment with enters
y1; : : :; yk respe tively, su h that y1 = xi, xj 2 Dk and yi 2 Di 1
for ea h i = 2; : : :; k. A minimum hop path from xi to xj is a path
ontaining a minimum number of disks among all paths from xi to
xj . In an h-broad ast assignment, the radii must be assigned su h
that for every 2  i  n, there exists a path ontaining at most h
disks from s to xi . Let S  be an optimal solution to the problem,
and denote its ost by C  .
For every  > 0, let k = 2 h =. De ne the sequen e fki ghi=2
where k2 = k and ki+1 = k  ki for ea h i = 2; : : :; h 1.
Noti e that in any optimal solution, the disk around any point
xj is of radius dist(xj ; xi) for some 1  i  n. For 2  i  n, let Di
be the disk of radius dist(s; xi ) entered at s. A range assignment

is alled a prin ipal h-Broad ast if it onsists of one su h disk Di
around s, for some 2  i  n, plus up to kh disks around other
points, ea h of radius at least R=kh .
Our algorithm operates as follows. For given xed  and h, if
 > h 1 then the algorithm returns a single disk of radius R entered
at s. Otherwise, the algorithm examines all prin ipal h-Broad asts,
and outputs the one attaining the minimal ost.

3.1 Analysis

We rst observe that the algorithm is polynomial for xed  and
omplexity is O(n ) where

h. For xed h  1h and  > 0, its time
 = O(( 2 h =) ).

Our approximation ratio analysis is based on the observation that
the single disk solution, obtained by taking a single disk of radius
R entered at s, yields a onstant approximation to the optimal
solution. (The proof is deferred to the full version of the paper.)

Lemma 3. The single disk solution provides an approximation of
ratio

h

1

, namely,

R h

1

 C :

We now prove that the ost of the solution produ ed by our
algorithm is at most (1+)C  . Noti e that if  > h 1 , then the single
disk solution generated by the algorithm attains the desired bound
trivially from Lemma 3. Hen e hereafter we assume that   h 1 .
Consider the disks that belong to the optimal solution S  . For
ea h su h disk D (x), de ne its level to be the number of disks in
the minimum hop path from s to x. De ne a disk D (x) of level j ,
2  j  h, to be large if r (x)  R=kj , otherwise it is small. For
uniformity, de ne also the disk D (s) to be large. For ea h level j 
1, let mj be the number of large disks of level j in the optimal solution
S . (Always m1 = 1.) Thus the large disks of level j ontribute at
least mj R =kj to C  , the ost of the optimal solution. As C  annot
ex eed the ost of the single disk solution, namely R , we have the
following.

Proposition 2. For ea h level j  2,

m j  kj .
Also, noting that every large disk of level j  2 has radius at least
R=kh, we have the following.

Proposition 3. S  ontains at most kh large disks.

Now, onsider the range assignment S^ derived from S  in the following way. For ea h large disk D (x) in S  , let f (x) be the farthest
point from x of higher level than x for whi h there is a minimum
hop path from x to f (x) that ontains only small disks (other than
D(x)). For ea h large disk D(x) in S , let r^(x) = dist(x; f (x))
and let '(D (x)) be the disk of radius r^(x) around x. We now take
S^ to ontain the disk '(D(x)) for every large disk D(x) in S .
Sin e the minimum hop path from x to f (x) ontains at most
h 1 disks of inPreasing
levels, whi h are all small to their level,
h 1 R
dist(x; f (x))  `=1 kj+` , and as R=kj > h  R=kj +1 by the hoi e
of k and the assumption that   h 1 , we have the following.
Proposition 4. For every large disk D (x) in S  of level j :
1. If 2  j  h 1 then r^(x)  r (x) + 2R=kj +1.
2. If j = h then r^(x) = r (x).
Lemma 4. The assignment S^ is a prin ipal h-broad ast.

Proof. By Proposition 3, S^ ontains at most kh disks, all of whi h
(ex ept maybe the one entered at s) have radius at least R=kh. It
remains to argue that every point x 2 X is rea hable by a path of
h or fewer hops. Consider su h a point x and suppose a minimum
hop path from s to x in S  is established by the disks D1 ; : : :; D` ,
where `  h. Note that the minimality of the path ensures that the
level of ea h of the disks Dj is exa tly j . Ea h small disk Di in this
list is now ontained in the large disk '(Dj) 2 S^ su h that Dj is
the losest large disk in S  pre eding Di in the list. Therefore the
number of hops in the path to x in S^ is no greater than in S  . u
t
We thus on lude that the assignment S^ was he ked by our
algorithm. We now bound the ost of this assignment, denoted C^ .
For ea h j  1 and i = 1; : : :; mj , let ri;j be the radii of the large
disks of level j . Then C^ satis es

C^ 

mj 
h 1X
X
j =1 i=1

2R

ri;j + k

j +1



+

mh
X
i=1

ri;h:

(2)

We rely on the following te hni al fa t (whi h an be veri ed, say,
by looking at the Taylor expansion of the fun tion (1 + z ) ).

> 1 and 0 < z  1, (1 + z)  1 + z(1 + z) .


Proposition 5. ri;j + kjR+1
 ri;j + kj+1R :
Proof. Note that ri;j > 2R=kj for every i and j , so z = kj+1Rri;j
satis es 0 < z < 1. This allows us to use Fa t 1 and get



 !
ri;j + k2R  ri;j 1 + r 2Rk 1 + r 2kR
j
i;j j
i;j j


2R
2R (2ri;j )
2R
r
:

r
+
= ri;j +
i;j +
i;j
kj
kj
kj
The thesis follows from by observing that R  ri;j .
ut
Fa t 1. For

1

2

2

2

+1

1

+1

+1

+1

1

+1

+1

1

+1

Combining Inequality (2) with Proposition 5 yields that

C^



X
i;j

ri;j +

R :
kj

mj
h 1X
X
2
j =1 i=1

+1

C   Pi;j ri;j , and using Proposition 2 and the de nition of kj ,

h 
X
2 R

^
C C +
kj  k
< C  + h  2kR  C  +   C  ;
j
j
where the last inequality is established by the hoi e of k and Lemma

As

1

=1

+1

3. We have thus established the following.
Lemma 5. The algorithm yields a solution of ost at most (1+ )C  .
4

Con lusions and Open Problems

In this paper we investigated the problem of omputing a minimal
ost range assignment in ad-ho wireless networks that guarantees
the broad ast operation from a given sour e station in at most h
hops. We provide a polynomial-time algorithm for the ase h = 2 and
a PTAS for any onstant h  1. Nothing is known about the hardness
of the ase h > 2. We onje ture that there exists some onstant h
for whi h the problem is NP-hard. This is the main problem left open
by this paper. Finally, nothing is known when h is any fun tion of n
(but h = n 1).
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